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What is ISECG?
Fourteen international space agencies are participating in the International Space Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG), working together to advance a long-range human space exploration
strategy. The ISECG is a voluntary, non-binding international coordination mechanism through which individual agencies may exchange information regarding interests, objectives, and plans in
space exploration with the goal of strengthening both individual exploration programs as well as the collective effort.

Establish an internationally-coordinated effort to
address exploration and scientific knowledge gaps
related to lunar water ice and other polar volatiles

Objectives of Polar Volatiles Strategy

Global Exploration Roadmap

The ISECG has developed a Global Exploration Roadmap (GER) that reflects the coordinated international dialog and continued preparation for exploration beyond low-
Earth orbit – beginning with the International Space Station (ISS) and continuing to cis-lunar space, the Moon, near-Earth asteroids, and Mars
[www.globalspaceexploration.org]. Space agencies agree that human space exploration will be most successful as an international endeavor, given the challenges of
these missions. The roadmap demonstrates how initial capabilities can enable a variety of missions in the lunar vicinity, responding to individual and common goals and
objectives, while contributing to building partnerships required for sustainable human space exploration that delivers value to the public.

Goal of Polar Volatiles Strategy

Leverage space agency and private sector interest in
lunar polar volatiles to advance the overall state of
knowledge

- Seek answers regarding the quantity, distribution,
and form of volatiles and address the ‘Lunar Cold
Trap Volatiles’ Strategic Knowledge Gap, as
detailed in the Global Exploration Roadmap
- Identify initial, affordable small-scale ISRU
demonstrations and experiments to understand
whether water ice could be economically
extracted and utilized as a resource, in a fashion
consistent with maintaining the scientific value of
polar volatile deposits
- Pursue science questions regarding the delivery,
transport, accretion, and composition of lunar
polar volatiles

Stimulate collaboration and coordination of relevant
capability development and lunar mission planning

Identify the means of exploiting lunar polar volatiles
as a resource for further scientific exploration and
discovery

Core Elements of the Polar Volatiles Strategy

Lunar Regions of Maximum Interest
- Build a consensus among the international
community for common "Regions" on the lunar
surface to be collectively explored by a variety of
sequential, coordinated missions
- The regions would be larger than a landing site
for a single mission, perhaps areas as large as
several tens of kilometers in extent, and possibly
including highly illuminated peaks and
permanently shadowed areas

Low-Cost Robotic Lunar Exploration Approaches
- Facilitate participation by space agencies,
commercial entities, and universities by
deployment of surface or orbital infrastructure
assets that provide productivity-enhancing utility
services within the specified regions (i.e., power
generation, thermal protection, communication)
to allow for simpler, lower cost rovers or other
surface systems
- Facilitate collaborative development of
instrument or surface system capabilities between
participants

Development of Standards for Interoperability
- Utilize standard interfaces (mechanical, electrical,
communication) and standard
propellants/reactants to optimize use of surface
utility services, permit interchangeability of
vehicle payload complements, and maximize
interoperability
- Evaluate valuable common approaches and
technologies to prospecting measurements and
investigations, and to coordinating common
instrumentation, calibration, measurements,
methodologies and analysis

Data from recent LEAG Polar Volatiles SAT
(available at www.lpi.usra.edu/leag/reports.shtml)

Artist concept of multiple, interoperable robots
conducting coordinated exploration
(from NASA-GRC)

Coming Spring 2015:  ISECG Lunar Volatiles Strategy Webpage [at www.globalspaceexploration.org]

Ben Bussey LIVE! NASA HEOMD Chief Exploration Scientist will speak on Science and the GER at the LEAG Town Hall Meeting (Wed, 

12:00, Waterway 6).  Another highlight will be discussion on LEAG’s New Initiatives 

Victoria Hipkin and Martin Picard (CSA), Norbert
Henn and Oliver Angerer (DLR), Bernhard Hufenbach
(ESA), Naoki Sato and Takeshi Hoshino (JAXA),
Georgy Karabadzhak (TsNII), Kathy Laurini (NASA)
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